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 (tested on Halo Reach) Another good trick is to set the refresh rate to 65, hit fullscreen and the game will run at 70. This can be
made permanent. Oh! Finally, don't forget to enable the DirectX 11 feature called Hardware Tearing. The game will stop this

feature automatically if your system has a hardware tear. Also remember to run game at at least 60FPS and/or check your
settings to see if you are getting good FPS. If so then increase the resolution. More things to do: You can set the game's gamma.

This will affect things such as colors and how they look. To disable and enable v-sync, type "r_vsync 0" and "r_vsync 1" in
console. This will turn on and off v-sync. To disable x-sync, type "r_x_sync 0" and "r_x_sync 1" in console. This will turn on

and off x-sync. Also you can turn on the console and change the settings, like read the level design file, see all the messages that
the engine says while in game etc. If your PC can handle it, you can even run a dedicated video card, just for the game. Or even
run the game in SLI or Crossfire, but don't use the Crossfire video card. Play other games on the PC and test if the games run

smoothly at 60FPS. If they do not run smoothly, then it is most likely the hardware is the problem. If so, then you need to spend
a lot of money and buy a new PC. Hope this helps. And I hope you have fun. Last edited by TrickyGeek on Sat Jul 06, 2012

5:52 am, edited 4 times in total. My concern is about the relatively high number of people who say that the Linux version runs
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really well. I've personally tried it on Ubuntu 11.04 and 11.10 and both times my experience was completely different. I didn't
find my game to run smoothly with just the default settings. While installing, it seemed the game was set to run at 1280x720

resolution and therefore only ran at 30 FPS. After installing, I couldn't find any way to set the resolution to default 1600x900.
Only once I had changed the resolution to the default did the game seem to run smooth. 82157476af
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